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18601:Mumbai,

18602: Delhi,

18603:Jaipur,

18604:Kolkata,

18605:Bhim Rao Ambedkar,

18606: Narendra Damodaran Modi,

18607:Siddharth Dev,

18608:Rohit De,

18609:Sri Krishna,

18610: Jaidev,

18611:Valmiki,

18612:Ved Vyas,

18613:Neil Island – Swaraj Dweep ,

18614:Ross Island – Netaji 

Subhash Chandra Bose Dweep ,
18615:Havelock Island – Shaheed 

Dweep ,
18616:None of the above ,

18617:Laila Majnu ,

18618:Heer Ranjha ,

18619:Mirza Sahibaan ,

18620:Rustom Sohrab ,

18621:Maldives ,

18622:Laskhwadeep ,

18623:Sri Lanka ,

18624:Andaman and Nicobar ,

18625:Neptune ,

18626:Pluto ,
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        “A People’s Constitution” is written by
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        India’s first film museum is in
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        Match the islands renamed in Andaman by PM Modi
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        The “Geet Govind” is composed by
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        The Cellular Jail is located in
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        The odd one out is
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        The farthest object in space has been named



18627:Milky Way ,

18628:Ultima Thule ,

18629:A hygiene programme in 

India ,
18630:A soap advertisement in 

Korea ,
18631:Popular uprising in France ,

18632:Popular uprising in USA ,

18633:Nirmala Sitharaman,

18634: Sushma Swaraj,

18635:Vijaylaxmi Pandit,

18636:Indira Gandhi,

18637:Hockey player,

18638: Basket Ball player,

18639:Cricket player,

18640:Kabaddi player,

18641:Gukesh D,

18642: Parimarjan Negi,

18643:Pentala Harikrishna,

18644:Baskaran Adhiban,

18645:WHO,

18646: ILO,

18647:UNESCO,

18648:G-8,

18649:Jawaharlal Nehru,

18650: Josip Broz Tito,

18651:Nelson Mandela,

18652:Gamal Abdel Nasser,

18653:The President,

18654: The Prime Minister,

18655:Member of Parliament,

18656:Speaker of the Lok Sabha,
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        The Yellow Vest movement refers to
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        The farthest object in space has been named
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    Cheteshwar Pujara is a
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        The first woman Defence Minister of India is
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Which of the following organizations is not a UN body?
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The youngest Indian Grandmaster of Chess is
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Who among the following constitutional functionaries is directly elected 

by the people of India?
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Which among the following world leaders was not associated with the 

founding of the Non-Aligned Movement?



18657:The United Kingdom’s 

decision to leave the European 

Union,
18658: Scotland’s decision to leave 

the United Kingdom,
18659:Britain’s decision to leave 

NATO,
18660:The European Union’s 

decision to expel Britain,
18661:Hindustani Classical vocalist,

18662: Kuchipudi dancer,

18663:Documentary filmmaker,

18664:Novelist,

18665:Lower income tax rates ,

18666:Introduce a uniform indirect 

tax regime in the country ,

18667:Change the date of 

presentation of the Union budget ,

18668:Appoint a deputy finance 

minister ,
18669:Mary Kom,

18670: The Phogat sisters,

18671:Karnam Malleswari,

18672:Anjali Bhagwat,

18673:Save the Earth Day,

18674: World Health Day,

18675:International Women’s Day,

18676:Polio Eradication Day,

18677:Satyajit Ray,
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The Late Kishori Amonkar was a renowned:
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The term ‘Brexit’ refers to:
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The popular Hindi film ‘Dangal’ is said to be loosely based on the story 

of:
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The GST Bills passed by Parliament recently, aim to:
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    The critically acclaimed film ‘Pather Panchali’ was directed by:
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Every year March 8 is celebrated across the world as:



18678: Ritwik Ghatak,

18679:Mrinal Sen,

18680:Aparna Sen,

18681:Astad Deboo,

18682: Raghu Rai,

18683:Mira Nair,

18684:Zakir Hussain,

18685:NDTV India,

18686: Aaj Tak,

18687:India TV,

18688:Zee TV,

18689:Banner headline,

18690: Exclusive story,

18691:Editorial,

18692:Box item,

18693:Mahatma Gandhi ,

18694: Jawaharlal Nehru,

18695:Sardar Vallabhai Patel,

18696:Netaji Subhash Chandra 

Bose,
18697:All India Radio and 

Doordarshan,
18698: Private FM Radio stations,

18699:Transnational Satellite TV 

channels,
18700:Newspaper editors,

18701:Nach Baliye,

18702: MTV Roadies,

18703:Crime Patrol,

18704:Big Boss,

18705:It can reach a large 

audience,
18706: It can cover a large 

geography,
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    The critically acclaimed film ‘Pather Panchali’ was directed by:
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The first privately owned Hindi satellite television channel in India was:
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_____________ is a renowned Indian photographer.
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“Long years ago we made a tryst with destiny…” , are historic words of:
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Of the following formats ___________represents the considered 

opinion/viewpoint of a newspaper on a particular issue.
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The TV show that is not a Reality Show is:
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The Prasar Bharati Corporation oversees the functioning of:
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Which of the following statements about the nature of communication, 

using radio and television, is not true?



18707:It can be both live and 

recorded,
18708:It is very interactive,

18709:Wikileaks publishes 

classified and secret information 

and news leaks,
18710: Wikileaks was established 

by Julian Assange and some other 

colleagues,
18711:Wikileaks information led to 

a strained diplomatic relationship 

between America and many of its 

allies.,
18712:Julian Assange has been 

given asylum by Britain.,
18713:The Hindustan Times and 

the Times of India ,
18714:The Statesman and the 

Indian Express ,
18715:Dainik Bhaskar and Amar 

Ujala ,
18716:Hindustan and Dainik 

Jagran ,
18717:Punjab ,

18718: Uttar Pradesh ,

18719:Madhya Pradesh ,

18720:Haryana ,

18721:Norway,

18722: Canada,

18723:Switzerland ,

18724:South Africa ,

18725:Behavior of human beings,

18726: Insects,
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Which of the following statements about Wikileaks is not correct?
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Which of the following statements about the nature of communication, 

using radio and television, is not true?
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    “Operation Durga” was launched in __________to ensure women’s 

safety.
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Two newspapers which became famous for defying press censorship 

during the Emergency in India are:
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Entomology is the science that studies:
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Nobel Peace laureate Malala Yousafzai received the honorary 

citizenship of:



18727:The origin and history of 

technical and scientific terms,
18728:The formation of rock,

18729:Malala Yousafzai ,

18730: Midori ,

18731:Haya Bint Al Hussein,

18732:Charlize Theron ,

18733:Move for health,

18734: Food safety ,

18735:Depression: Let’s Talk ,

18736:Universal health coverage: 

everyone, everywhere,

18737:Village Rockstars,

18738: Baahubali: The Conclusion,

18739:The Girls We Were and the 

Women We Are,
18740:Raazi,

18741:Pune ,

18742:Rajkot ,

18743:Pimpri ,

18744:Mumbai ,

18745:Cricket,

18746: Football,

18747:Hockey,

18748:Volleyball,

18749:March 28 ,

18750:March 25 ,

18751:March 26 ,

18752:March 27 ,

18753:Rizvan Kausar ,

18754: Ravish Kumar,

18755:Ikshula Arora ,

18756:Anupam Mishra,
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Entomology is the science that studies:
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The theme of the 2018 World Health Day (WHD) was:
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The United Nations (UN)’s youngest-ever Messenger of Peace is:
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The Film and TV Institute of India is located at:
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The Best Feature Film award in the 65th National Awards-2018 was 

given to:
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World Theatre Day (WTD) is observed on:
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The Durand Cup is associated with the game of_____________.
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The first-ever Kuldip Nayar Journalism Award has been awarded to:



18757:Direct single lens reflex,

18758: Dual simulated light 

reflectance,
18759:Digital single light reflect,

18760:Digital single lens reflex,

18761:Digital tuner home,

18762: Digital telluric hub,

18763:Direct to home,

18764:Direct terrestrial hub,

18765:Khushwant Singh ,

18766:Chetan Bhagat ,

18767:Salman Rushdie ,

18768:V.S. Naipaul ,

18769:Bentley Dean ,

18770:Asghar Farhadi ,

18771:Maren Ade ,

18772:Taraneh Alidoosti ,

18773:Teesta Setalvad ,

18774:Bertil Falk ,

18775:Sheela Reddy ,

18776:Audrey Truschke ,

18777:Nepal ,

18778: China ,

18779:Myanmar ,

18780:Bangladesh,

18781:Dopamine ,

18782:Serotonin ,

18783:Oxytocin ,

18784:Erythromycin ,

18785:Tripura ,

18786:Odisha ,

18787:Kerala ,

18788:Madhya Pradesh ,

18789:Odisha ,
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    DSLR as in Camera stands for:
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“Half Girlfriend” is originally a novel written by:
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DTH stands for:
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The author of the book “Mr and Mrs Jinnah: The Marriage that Shook 

India” is:
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The director of “The Salesman” which won the Best Foreign Language 

Film at 89th Oscar Academy Awards is:
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The one which is not a neurochemical is
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The neighboring country with which India has signed an MoU to extend 

the Hindi language course is:
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The launch of the ‘Tare Zameen Par’ programme to enlighten children 

in Naxal-affected areas was by the state police of:
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The State to have India’s first privately-run railway station is:



18790: Manipur ,

18791:Uttarakhand ,

18792:Jharkhand,

18793:Kerala ,

18794: Maharashtra ,

18795:Karnataka ,

18796:Odisha,

18797:Rashtriya Uchchatar 

Shiksha Abhiyan ,
18798:Rashtriya Uttam Shiksha 

Abhiyan ,
18799:Rashtriya Unmukt Shiksha 

Abhiyan ,
18800:Rashtriya Unnata Shiksha 

Sahara ,
18801:Mizoram ,

18802: Nagaland ,

18803:Manipur ,

18804:Tripura,

18805:Alam Ara,

18806:Raja Harishchandra ,

18807:Ramayan,

18808:Jalianwala Bagh ,

18809:Vitt Ayog ,

18810:Finance Commission ,

18811:Niti Ayog ,

18812:National Knowledge 

Commission ,
18813:The Prime Minister ,

18814:The Chief Justice of India ,

18815:The Leader of the 

Opposition ,
18816:All of the above ,
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The launch of the ‘Tare Zameen Par’ programme to enlighten children 

in Naxal-affected areas was by the state police of:
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    The ‘RUSA’ in the portal which is to act as a one-stop for higher 

education plans of states, stands for:
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The first Indian State to launch a special awareness drive to ensure 

that transgenders in the state register as voters is:
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The first feature film made in India was the silent:
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The Ntangki National Park is located in:
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The CBI Director is selected by
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The former Planning Commission has been reconstituted as:



18817:Narmada Bachao Andolan,

18818: Chipko movement,

18819:Bhoodan Andolan ,

18820:Tehri Dam Andolan,

18821:Developed the Telescope,

18822: Discovered four satellites 

of Jupiter,
18823:Discovered that the 

movement of pendulum produces a 

regular time measurement,

18824:All of the above,

18825:a-I, b-III, c-IV, d-II ,

18826: a-III, b-I, c-IV, d-II,

18827:a-IV, b-I, c-II, d-III ,

18828:a-IV, b-I, c-III, d-II,

18829:State List,

18830: Union List,

18831:Concurrent List,

18832:None of the above,

18833:Only 1 ,

18834:Only 1 and 2 ,

18835:Only 1 and 3 ,

18836:All of the above ,

18837:USA,

18838:India,

18839:Japan,

18840:UK,

18841:A person who writes with a 

pseudonym,
18842:A person who writes for 

another person,
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Galileo was an Italian astronomer who
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Acharya Vinoba Bhave is best known for his association with:
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In the Seventh Schedule of the Constitution of India, Broadcasting as a 

subject falls under:
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Match the following:a. Sunderlal Bahuguna      I. Narmada Bachao 

Andolan b. Medha Patkar     II. Bishnoi Movementc. Sombaji    III. 

Total Revolution d. Jayaprakash Narayan     IV. Chipko Movement
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The country to publish the maximum number of dailies in the world is:
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Among the following statements choose the correct one(s):1)        In 

India, Freedom of the Press is guaranteed under "the right to freedom 

of speech and expression" in Article 19(1) a, of the 

Constitution. 2)        However, Article 19 (2) imposes certain 

reasonable restrictions to this freedom. 3)        India was ranked 136 
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‘Ghost Writer’ technically means:



18843:A banned author who writes 

from underground,
18844:An anonymous author,

18845:Gujarati,

18846:Marathi,

18847:Bengali,

18848:Malayalam,

18849:Public Information Bureau,

18850:Press Information Bureau,

18851:People’s Information 

Bureau,
18852:Policy Information Bureau,

18853:.PDF,

18854:.XPS,

18855:.DOC,

18856:.XLS,

18857:Only 1 and 2 ,

18858:Only 1 and 3 ,

18859:Only 2 and 3 ,

18860:All of the above ,

18861:Varta,

18862:PTI Varta,

18863:Bhasha,

18864:PTI Hindi,

18865:Marshal McLuhan ,

18866:Wilbur Schramm ,

18867:Fred Siebert ,

18868:None of the Above ,

18869:Bokaro,

18870:Bhopal ,
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The first vernacular newspaper in India was published in:
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‘Ghost Writer’ technically means:
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A Microsoft Word (MS Word) file which requires further editing needs to 

be saved as:
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PIB stands for:
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UNIVARTA is the Hindi News Service of UNI. Hindi News Service of PTI, 

the largest news agency in India is known as:
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Which among the following statements is correct? 1)        Digital India 

campaign was launched on 1 July 2015 by Prime Minister Narendra 

Modi. 2)        Digital India has three core components: The creation of 

digital infrastructure, delivering services digitally and digital 

literacy. 3)        "Power to Empower" is the motto of this campaign.
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The National Metallurgical Laboratory is located at:
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The well-known phrase in media and communication studies – “The 

Medium is the Message”, was coined by:



18871:Jamshedpur ,

18872:Allahabad,

18873:Rajasthan ,

18874:Madhya Pradesh ,

18875:Chattisgarh ,

18876:All of the above ,

18877:Mumbai,

18878:Pune ,

18879:Kolkata,

18880:Chennai,

18881:1969,

18882:2010,

18883:1991,

18884:2005,

18885:Haryana,

18886:Karnataka,

18887:Andhra Pradesh,

18888:Tamil Nadu ,

18889:Government,

18890:Generation ,

18891:Green frequencies,

18892:Green waves,

18893:Tanushree Dutta ,

18894:Priya Ramani ,

18895:Vinta Nanda ,

18896:All of the above ,

18897:Heavy monsoon rainfall ,

18898:Release of water from 

reservoirs across the state ,
18899:Impact of Global Warming ,

18900:All of the above ,

18901:70th,
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The National Metallurgical Laboratory is located at:
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The National Film Archive of India is located at:
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The State Assembly elections in India in December 2018 changed the 

government in
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Which of the following states does not have a bicameral legislature?
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The first Lokpal Bill was passed in Lok Sabha in:
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The hashtag “Me Too” movement in India gained momentum in 

October 2018, first with the statement of
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The G in 4G stands for:
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The ……………… anniversary of the Quit India Movement was observed in 

2017
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The Kerala floods of 2018 were caused by



18902:67th,

18903:75th,

18904:50th,

18905:Vikram Seth,

18906:Anita Desai,

18907:Amitav Ghosh,

18908:Arundhati Roy,

18909:The Indian Ocean,

18910:The Bay of Bengal,

18911:The Arabian Sea,

18912:The North Sea,

18917:to be non-specific ,

18918:to be unconscious ,

18919:to be very particular ,

18920:to worry too much ,
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The ……………… anniversary of the Quit India Movement was observed in 

2017
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The North Sentinel Island is in
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The Jnanpith Award 2018 went to
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Read the passage carefully and answer the questions below:   

Pradip wouldn’t elaborate on his ailments, even though I pressed him 

for details, wondering how he managed to do the hard labour of a 

tongsman if he suffered from back pain. Like most workers, and like 

most members of India’s underclass, he seemed to operate at a high 

level of abstraction when it came to certain things, especially those 

that had to do with the body. Just as Dibyajoti had said that his mother 

died of ‘fever’ and Pradip’s young room-mate had been afraid of the 

effects of ‘dust’, Pradip would only say that he suffered from ‘pain’. In 

elite circles in India, this is a sign of the illiteracy of the lower classes, 

an indication of how they lack intellectual property as well as material 

property. But as I heard these simple words – ‘fever’, ‘dust’, ‘pain’ – 

taking the place of any complicated diagnosis or description of 

symptoms, it struck me that one of the characteristics of being higher 

up on the class ladder was the specificity with which a person could 

speak of one’s ailments. But there was another way of understanding 

the use of such simple words. The workers didn’t have access to the 

kind of medical care that would let them receive complex formulations 

of their illness. So they suffered with a stoicism that was ingrained in 

their social status. Given the lives that migrant workers lived, someone 

like Pradip had no choice but to abandon the nuances of illness for a 

broad, catch-all word. The same was true when it came to telling the 

story of his life, which was often empty of descriptive detail and 

rendered in thick strokes. (Siddharta Deb, The Beautiful and the 

Damned: Life in the New India . 2011)   By “operate at a high level of 

abstraction”, the author means



18921:Lovingly depicted ,

18922:Routinely erased ,

18923:Loosely described ,

18924:Painting a picture ,

18925:Social status ,

18926:Literacy as intellectual 

property ,
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Read the passage carefully and answer the questions below:   

Pradip wouldn’t elaborate on his ailments, even though I pressed him 

for details, wondering how he managed to do the hard labour of a 

tongsman if he suffered from back pain. Like most workers, and like 

most members of India’s underclass, he seemed to operate at a high 

level of abstraction when it came to certain things, especially those 

that had to do with the body. Just as Dibyajoti had said that his mother 

died of ‘fever’ and Pradip’s young room-mate had been afraid of the 

effects of ‘dust’, Pradip would only say that he suffered from ‘pain’. In 

elite circles in India, this is a sign of the illiteracy of the lower classes, 

an indication of how they lack intellectual property as well as material 

property. But as I heard these simple words – ‘fever’, ‘dust’, ‘pain’ – 

taking the place of any complicated diagnosis or description of 

symptoms, it struck me that one of the characteristics of being higher 

up on the class ladder was the specificity with which a person could 

speak of one’s ailments. But there was another way of understanding 

the use of such simple words. The workers didn’t have access to the 

kind of medical care that would let them receive complex formulations 

of their illness. So they suffered with a stoicism that was ingrained in 

their social status. Given the lives that migrant workers lived, someone 

like Pradip had no choice but to abandon the nuances of illness for a 

broad, catch-all word. The same was true when it came to telling the 

story of his life, which was often empty of descriptive detail and 

rendered in thick strokes. (Siddharta Deb, The Beautiful and the 

Damned: Life in the New India . 2011)   “Rendered in thick strokes” 

means:
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Read the passage carefully and answer the questions below:   

Pradip wouldn’t elaborate on his ailments, even though I pressed him 

for details, wondering how he managed to do the hard labour of a 

tongsman if he suffered from back pain. Like most workers, and like 

most members of India’s underclass, he seemed to operate at a high 

level of abstraction when it came to certain things, especially those 

that had to do with the body. Just as Dibyajoti had said that his mother 

died of ‘fever’ and Pradip’s young room-mate had been afraid of the 

effects of ‘dust’, Pradip would only say that he suffered from ‘pain’. In 

elite circles in India, this is a sign of the illiteracy of the lower classes, 

an indication of how they lack intellectual property as well as material 

property. But as I heard these simple words – ‘fever’, ‘dust’, ‘pain’ – 

taking the place of any complicated diagnosis or description of 

symptoms, it struck me that one of the characteristics of being higher 

up on the class ladder was the specificity with which a person could 

speak of one’s ailments. But there was another way of understanding 

the use of such simple words. The workers didn’t have access to the 

kind of medical care that would let them receive complex formulations 

of their illness. So they suffered with a stoicism that was ingrained in 

their social status. Given the lives that migrant workers lived, someone 

like Pradip had no choice but to abandon the nuances of illness for a 

broad, catch-all word. The same was true when it came to telling the 

story of his life, which was often empty of descriptive detail and 

rendered in thick strokes. (Siddharta Deb, The Beautiful and the 

Damned: Life in the New India . 2011)   The “specificity with which a 

person could speak of one’s ailments” is indicative of:



18927:Access to medical care ,

18928:All of the above ,

19005:knows ,

19006:know ,

19007:knowledge ,

19008:knowing ,

18933:A runaway goat ,

18934:One blamed for the faults of 

others ,
18935:A sacrificial goat ,

18936:Means of escape ,

18937:Mocked ,

18938:Parodied ,

18939:Named ,

18940:Translated ,

18941:Dull ,

18942:Open ,

18943:Strong ,

18944:Bright ,

18945:Obesity ,

18946:Heaviness ,

18947:Laceration ,

18948:Leanness ,

18949:Extrovert ,

18950:Choosy ,

82 12252 DU_J19_BA_
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Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word:-   Neither he nor she 

_________the truth.

81 12232 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q81

Read the passage carefully and answer the questions below:   

Pradip wouldn’t elaborate on his ailments, even though I pressed him 

for details, wondering how he managed to do the hard labour of a 

tongsman if he suffered from back pain. Like most workers, and like 

most members of India’s underclass, he seemed to operate at a high 

level of abstraction when it came to certain things, especially those 

that had to do with the body. Just as Dibyajoti had said that his mother 

died of ‘fever’ and Pradip’s young room-mate had been afraid of the 

effects of ‘dust’, Pradip would only say that he suffered from ‘pain’. In 

elite circles in India, this is a sign of the illiteracy of the lower classes, 

an indication of how they lack intellectual property as well as material 

property. But as I heard these simple words – ‘fever’, ‘dust’, ‘pain’ – 

taking the place of any complicated diagnosis or description of 

symptoms, it struck me that one of the characteristics of being higher 

up on the class ladder was the specificity with which a person could 

speak of one’s ailments. But there was another way of understanding 

the use of such simple words. The workers didn’t have access to the 

kind of medical care that would let them receive complex formulations 

of their illness. So they suffered with a stoicism that was ingrained in 

their social status. Given the lives that migrant workers lived, someone 

like Pradip had no choice but to abandon the nuances of illness for a 

broad, catch-all word. The same was true when it came to telling the 

story of his life, which was often empty of descriptive detail and 

rendered in thick strokes. (Siddharta Deb, The Beautiful and the 

Damned: Life in the New India . 2011)   The “specificity with which a 

person could speak of one’s ailments” is indicative of:

84 12235 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q83

Give the words closest in meaning: DUBBED means:

83 12234 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q82

Give the words closest in meaning: SCAPEGOAT means:

86 12237 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q85

Choose the word that is the exact opposite of the word given in 

capitals:- CORPULENCE

85 12236 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q84

Choose the word that is the exact opposite of the word given in 

capitals:- VIVACIOUS

87 12238 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q86

Choose the word that is the exact opposite of the word given in 

capitals:- RECLUSE



18951:Loner ,

18952:Hermit ,

18953:Mother ,

18954:Grandmother ,

18955:Head-mistress ,

18956:Matriarch ,

18957:Pollutant ,

18958:X-rays ,

18959:Carcinogen ,

18960:Virus ,

18961:Youth ,

18962:Baby ,

18963:Adolescent ,

18964:Teenager ,

18965:Coast ,

18966:Shore ,

18967:Beach ,

18968:Bank ,

18969:Stay loyal whatever the 

situation ,
18970:At all times ,

18971:Help people irrespective of 

size ,
18972:Traverse walls of every 

breadth ,
18973:Eat all you can ,

18974:Perform magical feats ,

18975:Try to get benefits from all 

sides ,
18976:Be greedy and oversmart ,

18977:Drink sea or river water ,

18978:Habitually consume large 

amounts of alcohol ,

88 12239 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q87

Choose the one appropriate word for the definitions given:-

 Female head of the family:

87 12238 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q86

Choose the word that is the exact opposite of the word given in 

capitals:- RECLUSE

90 12241 DU_J19_BA_
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Choose the one appropriate word for the definitions given:-   

Person aged between thirteen and nineteen:

89 12240 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q88

Choose the one appropriate word for the definitions given:-

 Cancer causing substance:

92 12243 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q91

Choose the correct meaning of the proverb/idiom given:-

 Through thick and thin:

91 12242 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q90

Choose the one appropriate word for the definitions given:-   

Land adjoining the waters of a lake:

94 12245 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q93

Choose the correct meaning of the proverb/idiom given:- Drink 

like a fish:

93 12244 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q92

Choose the correct meaning of the proverb/idiom given:- Have 

one’s cake and eat it too:



18979:Wish to live under water ,

18980:Consume excessive 

quantities of liquids ,
18981:Dark complexioned member 

of a family ,
18982:Person lacking leadership 

skills ,
18983:Person who brings 

dishonour to the family ,
18984:Part of a family’s livestock 

and cattle ,
18985:distressful........... attractive 

,
18986:abominable...........humane ,

18987:outlandish...........urban ,

18988:dextrous.............clumsy ,

18989:lanky.............lean ,

18990:obese............emaciated ,

18991:fantastic............lunatic ,

18992:diabetic..............acrobatic ,

18993:skilled.............bad ,

18994:ambidextrous..............effici

ent ,
18995:skilled...........ambidextrous 

,
18996:efficient............skilled ,

18997:lost ,

18998:loose ,

18999:last ,

19000:lose ,

94 12245 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q93

Choose the correct meaning of the proverb/idiom given:- Drink 

like a fish:

96 12247 DU_J19_BA_
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Choose the set of words that best fit the meaning when 

inserted in the blanks in the sentences given below: She is 

__________in needlework but ________in arranging the display of 

wares.

95 12246 DU_J19_BA_
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Choose the correct meaning of the proverb/idiom given:- Black 

sheep of the family:

98 12249 DU_J19_BA_
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Choose the set of words that best fit the meaning when 

inserted in the blanks in the sentences given below: A 

_________player always gains success in any game, if he is 

__________.

97 12248 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q96

Choose the set of words that best fit the meaning when 

inserted in the blanks in the sentences given below: His lifestyle 

made him ___ but his recourse to medicine made him look______..

99 12250 DU_J19_BA_

MMC_Q98

Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word:- Please join a gym to 

_________ weight.



19001:is ,

19002:are ,

19003:am ,

19004:were ,

100 12251 DU_J19_BA_
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Fill in the blanks with the appropriate word:- I, Zee 

__________taking this exam.


